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Abstract. Dual-rail logic styles have been considered as possible alter-
natives to CMOS for the design of cryptographic circuits (more) secure
against side-channel attacks. The state-of-the-art view on this approach
is contrasted as they reduce the exploitable side-channel signal while
not being sufficient to fully prevent the attacks. Since the limitations
of dual-rail logic styles are essentially due to implementation challenges
(e.g. the need of well-balanced capacitances), a natural question is to
find out how they evolve with technology scaling. In this paper, we dis-
cuss this issue based on the relevant case study of an AES S-box imple-
mented in CMOS and a dual-rail logic style, for two (65 nanometer and
28 nanometer) technologies. Our evaluations show that the security vs.
performance tradeoff of our dual-rail logic style does not scale well com-
pared to CMOS. It also shows that the scaling trends for CMOS are more
positive (i.e. smaller technologies and supply voltages reduce the energy
consumption and the side-channel signal). So these results suggest that
dual-rail logic style may not be a sustainable approach for side-channel
signal reduction as we move towards lower technology nodes.

1 Introduction

Following the first publications on power and electromagnetic analysis against
cryptographic implementations, dual-rail (aka dynamic and differential) logic
styles appeared as promising candidates to improve security against such at-
tacks. Intuitively, these logic styles aim to solve the issue directly at the circuit
level, by trying to reduce the side-channel Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). For this
purpose, they typically ensure that the switching activity of the circuits is inde-
pendent of the manipulated data. However, despite constant switching activity,
small data-dependent variations in the current traces can generally be observed,
e.g. due to the unbalanced capacitances of the gates differential nodes and their
interconnections. Therefore, a large body of work investigated the design of dual-
rail logic styles in order to reach the best security vs. performance tradeoff, in-
cluding but not limited to SABL [36], WDDL [35], DyCML [1], MCML [8] and
MDPL [27]. Evaluations based on both simulations and actual measurements
then confirmed that getting rid of these data dependencies is extremely chal-
lenging [34, 19, 26, 29]. More recent works even showed that filtering effects in
concrete measurement setups make these small data dependencies reasonably
easy-to-exploit, e.g. thanks to linear regression [16]. To complete the picture,



most of these dual-rail logic styles usually come with significant performance
overheads, some of them additionally requiring full custom-design (which allows
further control of the hardware, but is making development and deployment
significantly more challenging/expensive).

In parallel, recent progresses have shown that mathematical countermea-
sures against side-channel analysis, and in particular the mainstream shuffling
and masking techniques [6, 13, 21], can only lead to significant security improve-
ments if the side-channel SNR has been sufficiently reduced beforehand [33, 37].
This raises the problem of finding effective (and if possible efficient) hardware
techniques allowing to fulfil this condition. Intuitively, it can be done by reduc-
ing the side-channel signal, which is what dual-rail logic styles achieve, or by
increasing the noise.

Eventually, since the evaluation of secure hardware technologies goes together
with technology scaling, another problem is to find out which of those approaches
has more potential for the future.

In this paper, we therefore tackle this question of the comparative advantage
of dual-rail logic styles as a mean of reducing the side-channel signal over stan-
dard CMOS in front of technology scaling. More precisely, we investigate how
much the security vs. performance tradeoff of these design styles scales, based
on the simple yet reflective case-study of CMOS and Dynamic and Differential
Swing-Limited Logic (DDSLL) AES S-boxes, implemented in 65 and 28 nanome-
ter technologies. DDSLL is yet another (full-custom) dual-rail logic style which
has already been analyzed based on simulations and actual measurements [30].
Our choice of DDSLL arises from the fact that its design using 65 nanometer
bulk technology shows 1.5× lower power consumption at the expense of 1.125×
increase in area, while increasing the security 10× when compared to CMOS [15].
This compares positively with the typical power/energy and area costs obtained
with the previously listed dual-rail logic styles. Therefore, DDSLL can be con-
sidered a good candidate to illustrate technology scaling trends (as discussed in
conclusions, we expect other dual-rail logic styles to follow similar trends). In
this respect, our main conclusions are twofold.

First, and looking at the tradeoff between the side-channel SNR and the
implementation performances (here measured with the energy per operation,
which is a quite reflective metric to compare cryptographic designs [17]), we
see that the comparative advantage of DDSLL over CMOS is vanishing with
technology scaling, and we explain this trend by the imbalances in DDSLL gates
that gain impact with technology scaling.

Second, and more positively, we also see that technology and supply voltage
scaling have a positive impact on the security vs. performance tradeoff of CMOS
devices, essentially because such a scaling comes with energy gains and side-
channel signal reductions.

Our case study therefore suggests that signal reduction using dual-rail logic
styles may not be the best approach w.r.t technological scaling. It also suggests
that the design of noisy CMOS implementations (which is a natural consequence
of scaling [10]) appears as a promising strategy for ensuring a sufficiently small
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side-channel SNR allowing (e.g.) masking and shuffling to be effective in future
technologies. Note that by noisy implementations, we do not mean measurement
noise or additional external noise but intrinsic noise at the device level (i.e.
transistor, interconnect, resistor, . . . ) as a result of technological scaling.

Cautionary note. The results in this paper are based on simulations. While
we admit that in general, they can lead to shortcomings (e.g. regarding the
shape/linearity of the leakage traces), the experiments in [30] showed that they
can be used as a good predictor for the amount of information leakage in dual-
rail logic styles. Since the goal in this paper is to discuss general scaling trends,
we believe simulations can therefore be used as an interesting indication of how
the comparative advantage of CMOS over DDSLL scales. Note that anyway,
we do not expect the shape/linearity of the leakage traces to be significantly
different in 65 and 28 nanometer technologies, nor for CMOS vs. DDSLL, since
the main linearization factor is due to filtering effects in the measurement setup
and not the internal transistor behavior. So as usual with simulations, they
should be interpreted with care (which we try to do in the paper). But as usual
with simulations as well, they are a useful tool to get some hints about the best
solutions to investigate up to (more expensive) tape outs.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Preliminaries are in Section 2.
Our target implementation and evaluation settings are in Section 3. The com-
parative study between CMOS and DDSLL is in Section 4. The positive impact
of technology and supply voltage scaling for CMOS implementations is in Sec-
tion 5. Finally, our conclusions and a discussion of the relevance of this case
study are in Section 6.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Logic styles: CMOS and DDSLL

Traditional CMOS circuits have shown a data-dependency in the power con-
sumption leading to exploitable side-channel information, e.g. thanks to Differ-
ential Power Analysis (DPA) [18], Correlation Power Analysis (CPA) [5] and
Template attacks [7]. The power consumption of a CMOS circuit is modeled by
the following equation:

P = Pdyn + Pstat,

=
1

2
Nnodes αF CL V

2
DD f clk + Ileak VDD, (1)

where Pdyn is the dynamic power consumption, Pstat the static power consump-
tion, Nnodes is the number of nodes in the circuit, αF represents the activity
factor of the design, CL is the load capacitance, VDD is the supply voltage, fclk
represents the clock frequency and Ileak denotes the leakage current. We assume
here that one operation is executed per clock cycle, and thus fclk = fop, which
determines the target throughput of the application. The operation period Top
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Fig. 1: Schematic of a generic DDSLL gate.

= 1
fop

should be more than the critical path delay Tdel to guarantee correct

functionality. The data-dependency of the CMOS logic comes from both its dy-
namic and static power consumptions. In the dynamic part, αF directly depends
on the data being processed. In the static part, the Ileak is the data-dependent
parameter. Although the former is dominant, static power consumption can also
be exploited if its value is sufficiently high and the operating frequency is low
enough allowing the reduction of noise via simple averaging techniques [24, 28].1

Yet, in our following experiments, dynamic power indeed dominates.

In comparison with CMOS, we investigate the Dynamic and Differential
Swing-Limited Logic (DDSLL) which aims at low-power implementations and
of which the dynamic power consumption is given by:

Pdyn =
1

2
Nnodes αF CL VDD Vswing f clk, (2)

where αF equals 1 because all dynamic and differential logic styles ensure one
output transition per clock cycle (independent of the data being processed), and
Vswing is the output voltage swing. DDSLL gates are designed to have limited
swing (i.e. < VDD) in order to reduce the dynamic power consumption and hence
the energy per operation.

1 Note that advanced technologies usually provide multiple flavors such as low-power
and high-performance along with different device choices such as high and low thresh-
old voltages, providing circuit designers with various options to reduce the power
consumption – and the leakage power as well – which may modify the respective
importance of these source of leakages.
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Figure 1 shows the circuit of a generic DDSLL gate. A Differential Pull-Down
Network (DPDN) is used to evaluate the required function. It mainly consists
of NMOS transistors. The DDSLL gate employs a dynamic current source to
significantly reduce the static power consumption similar to what is achieved in
the DyCML logic style. The cut-off of this current source is performed via a feed-
back network which signals the end of an operation, so that the self-timing buffer
creates a clock signal Clki+1 declaring the termination of the current evaluation
phase. This clock signal is used to feed the following DDSLL gate. The precharge
transistors are used to precharge the differential outputs of a DDSLL gate to the
supply voltage before an evaluation of the gate’s function takes place, and the
latch transistors preserve the evaluated voltage at the differential output nodes.

The operation of a DDSLL gate is quite simple. It works in two modes:
precharge and evaluation. In the precharge mode, when the clock signal Clki is
low, the outputs out and out are precharged to VDD. There is no current path
from VDD to GND because transistor M1 is switched off. However, transistors
M6 and M2 are switched on. Next during the evaluation phase, Clki goes high
turning on the transistor M1 while M2 is still on (both forming the dynamic
current source) as node ENO was previously charged to VDD in the previous
precharge phase, thus creating a path to discharge one of the output nodes to
GND. The discharge path through the DPDN network is the one with the lowest
impedance depending on the inputs being processed. As one of the outputs falls
below the threshold voltage of the feed-back transistors (M4, M5), one of them
will turn on which in turn will discharge the node ENO to GND thus starving
the current source. The design of a DDSLL circuit comprising of several functions
can benefit from resource sharing (the dynamic current source, parts of the
precharge circuit, the feedback circuit and the self-timing buffer of functions
that evaluate at the same time), therefore reducing the area cost and the overall
power consumption.

In all differential design styles, the unbalanced capacitances are considered
as a source of information leakage. They mainly come from either routing im-
balances or from internal imbalances. In this paper, we only consider the latter
ones. (As mentioned in Section 3.3, additionally considering post-layout simula-
tions or variability should amplify the trend we put forward). In this respect, we
note that the only way to eliminate internal imbalances is to design circuits with
perfectly symmetrical differential gates, which is usually very expensive in terms
of area and speed. Hence, our DPDN designs exploit the binary decision dia-
gram technique from [11] in order to improve performances by exploiting more
complex gates with minimum imbalance caused by internal capacitances (details
can be found in [15]). So essentially, what we show next is that (here internal)
imbalances have an increasing impact with technology scaling.

2.2 Evaluation metrics

Evaluating logic styles across technology scaling and supply voltage scaling is a
challenging task, since certain metrics may favour one logic style over another.
In order to be as fair as possible in our performance and security evaluations,
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we therefore selected generic metrics that are generally more reflective of the
“global performance level” of an implementation, and can capture any type of
information leakage.

More precisely, and as far as performances are concerned, the energy per
operation is a quite discriminant metric, as it corresponds to an integral over
time, and therefore is not “compressible” (via architectural tweaks) beyond what
is allowed by the total combinatorial cost of an implementation [17]. Concretely,
the energy consumption of a logic circuit can be calculated by integrating the
power consumption over the time required for the target operation (in our case-
study, the AES S-box):

Eop =

∫
t

(Pdyn + Pstat) dt,

=
1

2
Nsw CL VDD Vswing︸ ︷︷ ︸

Dynamic

+VDD Ileak Tdel︸ ︷︷ ︸
static

, (3)

where Nsw = αF Nnodes is the number of switching nodes for the operation and
Tdel is the circuit delay (following the investigations in [4]). In the case of CMOS
logic style, Vswing is equal to the supply voltage being used.

As for the security metrics, our choice was dictated by various constraints
and features. First, the shape of the instantaneous dynamic power (i.e. the side-
channel signal) changes significantly depending on the technology and the sup-
ply voltage used. Therefore, it is important to consider these changes while
evaluating the CMOS and DDSLL logic styles, and to consider a multivariate
analysis. Second, our target implementations are not masked, and therefore our
simulations exclusively exploit first-order leakages. So while in general, a fair
comparison of our logic styles would require to compute a mutual information
metric [32], in this particular case we can simplify our evaluations by (i) applying
a dimensionality reduction to our traces, namely a Principal Component Analy-
sis (PCA) which will capture the shape of the noise-free simulated traces [2], and
(ii) computing Mangard’s SNR on the reducted traces [20], which is equivalent
to the mutual information metric in this case [22, 9].

For this purpose, we denote a power trace as l, its corresponding random
variable as L, and assume that this random variable is a function of the S-box
input X, and a noise random variable N . The multivariate traces are reduced to
univariate ones thanks to PCA, which we denote as: l = PCA(l). Giving the trace
l a subscript x corresponding to the input and a superscript i corresponding to
an index (since the trace for a plaintext x can be measured multiple times),
Mangard’s SNR is defined as:

SNR =
v̂arx(Êi(L

i
x))

Êx(v̂ari(Li
x))

, (4)

where Ê (resp. v̂ar) denotes the sample mean (resp. variance) operator. In our
following simulations, this SNR will be computed for noise-free traces. This
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amounts to maximizing the signal v̂arx(Êi(L
i
x)) (i.e. we ignore the denomina-

tor of Equation 4 in this case).

Note that for readability, our following results only report the quantification
of our experiments with this security metric. However, various other (heuristic)
choices could be considered, e.g. computing the SNR for the most informative
samples in the traces, or considering more dimensions after the application of
the PCA. The same holds with performance metrics (e.g. the throughput over
area ratio could be used as alternative efficiency metric). In our study, none of
these variations (that we also browsed) lead to different conclusions regarding
the two main trends outlined in introduction.

3 AES S-box implementations

3.1 AES S-box

For the sake of simplicity, and in order to demonstrate the technology trends
of CMOS and DDSLL, we chose an 8-bit AES S-box as the benchmark circuit.
More specifically, we considered a combinatorial implementation of the S-box
from [14], based on the architecture proposed in [31, 23]. Thanks to mapping
the elements of the original field GF(28) to the composite field GF(((22)2)2),
the gate complexity and the power consumption can be greatly reduced. The
adopted S-box consists of 3 stages: a transformation stage to map the elements
to the GF(((22)2)2) field, an inversion stage and an inverse transformation stage
to map the elements back to GF(28), grouped with the affine transformation.

3.2 Target designs

The CMOS and DDSLL AES S-boxes were implemented in a full-custom fash-
ion, using the CADENCE Virtuoso tools, in a low-power 65 nanometer bulk
technology and 28 nanometer FDSOI technology. The CMOS implementation of
the S-box is made only of 2-input AND/NAND and 2-input XOR/XNOR gates.
The total number of transistors is 1, 530, with a logic depth of 22 gates. On the
other hand, the DDSLL S-box accounts for 1275 transistors, with a logic depth
of 13 gates.

The gate design of CMOS and DDSLL S-boxes in both 65 nanometer bulk and
28 nanometer FDSOI technologies is kept identical, i.e. the gates used and the
number of transistors remain unchanged. However, we respected the minimum
feature size of each technology (to decrease the switching capacitance, hence the
energy per operation) and resized the transistors’ widths adequately to guaran-
tee functionality. In 65 nanometer bulk technology, standard threshold voltage
(SVT) transistors are used to reduce the static current while maintaining good
performances with respect to the circuit delay. For benchmarking purposes, we
also implemented the CMOS and DDSLL S-boxes using the low threshold voltage
(LVT) transistors available from the same technology. In 28 nanometer FDSOI
technology, both SVT and LVT transistors were again used to maintain a fair
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comparison with the 65 nanometer technology. Yet, for readability, our following
results only report the quantification of our experiments with SVT transistors
(trends are again identical for LVT transistors). Eventually, the widths of the
DDSLL S-box transistors were chosen such that the voltage swing is sufficient
for the circuit to operate correctly at the lower limit of the supply voltages of
each technology.

In our experiments, all the S-boxes are fed with buffered inputs to maintain
equal fan-ins and have realistic inputs, yet the DDSLL S-box additionally has a
buffered clock. Also, all the outputs of the S-boxes are loaded with equal fan-out
buffers. Each S-box is provided with a separate supply voltage than that of the
input/output buffers so that the buffers’ energy consumptions are not taken into
account in our evaluations.

3.3 Simulation settings

Simulations for the above designs are done at the schematic level (without any
extracted post-layout capacitances) using Eldo simulator based on SPICE mod-
els provided by the industrial foundries at room temperature of 25◦C. In this
respect, we note that any imbalance in the parasitic elements would affect the
difference between the delay of the differential routes of the DDSLL S-box, which
would impact its power consumption, leading to a higher (exploitable) signal be-
ing observed by practical attacks [30]. And this is expected to get only worse
with technology scaling and variability, since balancing the capacitances in an
implementation naturally becomes more challenging with smaller circuits and
smaller routing capacitances. Therefore, and as previously mentioned, taking
the parasitic routing capacitances into consideration could only amplify our ob-
servation (which is that the comparative advantage of DDSLL over CMOS is
vanishing with technology scaling). A similar statement holds for other effects
that we did not take into consideration in this work such as crosstalk and the
influence of process, voltage and temperature (PVT) variations.

Consequently, we assume our results correspond to an ideal scenario and the
inclusion of more physical default(s) should only deteriorate the performance of
dual-rail logic styles compared to CMOS.

The frequency of operation is chosen to be 10MHz, which is in accordance
with the usual operating frequencies for cryptographic applications (see, e.g.[3]).
The supply voltage is swept across a range of 500mV, in steps of 100mV starting
from the nominal voltage of each technology, namely, 1.2V and 1V for the 65
nanometer bulk and the 28 nanometer FDSOI technologies, respectively. The
lower limit of the supply voltages is imposed by the correct functionality of the
circuit at the target frequency for a given implementation.

Note that operating at high supply voltages and using the 28nm technology
node allows the circuit implementation to run at higher frequencies. But the fre-
quency choice has no impact on our results since we have chosen to use the energy
per operation as the evaluation metric and not the total power consumption.

To calculate the energy per operation, we considered 1000 random input sig-
nals. As for the security analysis, the S-box input signal has 256 possible values
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whose transitions are chosen between 0 and an arbitrary input. Restricting the
inputs to a subset from the 2562 possible inputs was mainly motivated by prac-
tical simulation constraints (memory and simulation time) and is not expected
to strongly impact the comparison between the logic styles.

4 Comparative scaling trends: CMOS vs. DDSLL

In this section, we aim to compare the CMOS and DDSLL logic styles and
study how their security versus performance tradeoff evolves with technology
and supply voltage scaling. To be able to do that in a comprehensible manner,
we plot the ratios between our (security and performance) metrics computed for
both CMOS and DDSLL, one in function of the other. More precisely, Figure
2 shows the PCA signal ratio between CMOS and DDSLL S-boxes versus the
energy per operation ratio between these logic styles for the 65 nanometer bulk
and the 28 nanometer FDSOI technologies (designed using SVT devices). The
different points represent the supply voltages we used that span over a range of
0.5V starting from the nominal supply of each technology (1.2V and 1V for the
65 and 28 nanometer technologies, respectively). This study allows us to make
the following observations:

1 By reducing the supply voltage, the energy per operation ratio of CMOS with
respect to DDSLL is decreasing for the 65 and 28 nanometer technologies.
This reduction can be explained by the fact that the Eop value of the DDSLL
style decreases almost linearly with the supply voltage, because it maintains
nearly the same voltage swing while Eop of CMOS decreases quadratically
(see Equation 3).

2 As for the PCA signal ratio between CMOS and DDSLL (for both technolo-
gies), it also decreases with the supply voltage scaling. Again, this is due to
the fact that the voltage swing of the DDSLL S-box is kept almost unchanged
leading to a slow reduction rate of the transient power consumption. Hence
the PCA signal with VDD scaling is less compared to that of CMOS.

3 Most importantly, Figure 2 illustrates that at 28 nanometer technology, the
PCA signal ratio between CMOS and DDSLL is less than that of the 65
nanometer technology for similar Eop ratios. This figure neatly puts forward
that the security vs. performance tradeoff between these logic styles does
not scale positively for DDSLL, even though we do not consider any routing
parasitics or PVT variations in our simulations.

It is worth emphasizing that similar observations were made by comparing
CMOS to DDSLL S-boxes using LVT devices in both technologies. Therefore,
changing the device type leads only to either better performance or more power
savings, but the technology and supply voltage scaling trends remain the same.
Also, and for the sake of completeness, we conducted the same experiments using
the maximum SNR (before PCA) as a security metric and the technology and
supply voltage scaling trends remained unchanged.
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Fig. 2: Evolution of the tradeoff between the PCA signal ratio and the Eop ratio
for CMOS vs. DDSLL using 65 & 28 nanometer technology nodes.

In addition, we note that changing the frequency of operation does not im-
pact our conclusions as long as the dynamic power consumption dominates. We
simulated the S-boxes down to 100kHz and the technology and voltage scaling
trends were again the same.

Eventually, we note that technology scaling is advancing at a fast pace and
secure implementations will soon follow (given the fact that up until now appli-
cations such as smart cards tend to lag by one or two technologies). Also, circuit
designers generally aim at scaling the supply voltage in order to further reduce
the energy consumption of the digital circuits (sometimes operating below the
transistor subthreshold voltage leading to minimum energy per operation). Both
trends lead us to conclude that the observations in this section may rapidly have
concrete relevance.

5 Technology and VDD scaling trends for CMOS

Since the comparative advantage of DDSLL over CMOS vanishes in our case
study, one natural complementary question is whether scaling trends for CMOS
circuits lead to a more positive conclusion. In this section, we answer this ques-
tion by focusing on the impact of technology and VDD scaling on CMOS circuits
only. For this purpose, Figure 3(a) reports the energy per operation of the CMOS
S-box for different supply voltages, using both 65 and 28 nanometer technologies.
We recall that the minimum VDD was chosen such that the CMOS S-box oper-
ates correctly at the 10MHz target frequency for each technology. As expected,
the energy per operation of CMOS decreases almost quadratically with the re-
duction of the supply voltage (see Equation 3). The figure also shows clearly that
technology scaling from 65 to 28 nanometer reduces the energy per operation
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(of the CMOS S-box) by a factor of 2.2×. This reduction is compliant with the
expected technology scaling trend as explained in [12].

Similarly, Figure 3(b) shows the signal after PCA of the CMOS S-box for
different VDD values, using both 65 and 28 nanometer technologies. The PCA
signal of CMOS decreases as the supply voltage scales down. In the 65 nanometer
technology, the SPCA reduction is more than one order of magnitude across the
whole VDD range (1.2V to 0.7V ) and it reaches even more than two orders
of magnitude in the 28 nanometer technology, by reducing the supply voltage
from 1V down to 0.5V . As for the technology scaling from 65 to 28 nanometer,
it is also clear that the signal after PCA of the CMOS S-box decreases by a
factor of 2.3× at comparable supply voltages. So the scaling trends for PCA
signal is also positive for CMOS. Here, we note that an analytical explanation of
these observations is more challenging, since the small data-dependent current
variations that lead to exploitable side-channel signal are much harder to capture
theoretically. (Yet, we can suppose that the aforementioned signal reductions
essentially originate from the interactions between reductions of the current and
variations of the load capacitance).

6 Conclusion

In this case study, we analyzed for the first time the comparative scaling trends
of CMOS and dual-rail logic styles. In short, our evaluations suggest that the
interest of DDSLL over CMOS, expressed in terms of a security vs. performance
tradeoff, vanishes as circuit sizes shrink. To a good extent, we believe a simi-
lar conclusion should be obtained for other dual-rail logic styles. In particular,
from the security point-of-view, they all suffer from capacitance imbalances to
some extent, and this phenomenon can only be magnified in smaller technolo-
gies. While our case study was based on an AES S-box, we believe similar trends
should also be obtained for full AES implementations. Indeed, similar energy
trends will be integrated over more clock cycles, and the signal variations ex-
ploited in a DPA are anyway focused on the first cipher rounds. These results
therefore suggest that reducing the SNR in advanced technologies may be better
achieved by exploiting the naturally increasing intrinsic noise level than by re-
ducing the signal using dual-rail logic styles. It also suggests the design of noisy
and efficient CMOS implementations as an interesting scope for further research.

We finally note that while dual-rail logic styles may not be a sustainable
solution for signal reduction purposes, it remains possible that they are helpful
ingredients of physically secure implementations for other reasons (e.g. in order
to facilitate the independence condition that is required for masking to deliver
its security promises [39]), which is an interesting scope for further research.
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NANOSEC. François-Xavier Standaert is a research associate of the Belgian
Fund for Scientific Research.
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